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Abstra t.

Dire t photon spe tra are al ulated within a transport+hydrodynami s hybrid approa h, in
whi h the high-density part of the transport evolution has been repla ed by a 3+1-dimensional
hydrodynami al ulation. We study the e e ts of hanging the parameters of the two interfa es
between the transport- and hydrodynami des riptions on the resulting dire t photon spe tra.

1. Introdu tion

Heavy-ion physi s is the prin ipal tool to investigate the phase diagram of strongly intera ting
matter. Knowledge about the matter reated in high-energy nu lear ollisions is inferred by
studying the remnants of the violent intera tion. Sin e no more dire t observation is possible, the
experimental observations need to be omplemented by theoreti al al ulations. Unfortunately,
rst-prin iple al ulations of the whole ollision are not feasible, so e e tive models need to be
employed.
Most remnants from heavy-ion ollisions are themselves strongly intera ting parti les, whi h
therefore are mostly emitted in the late stages of the reball evolution. While they may arry
information about the early stages olle tively, su h as ow patterns, the individual hadron
arries only indire t information about the hot and dense phases. Dire t photons are well-suited
to probe the early stages of a heavy-ion rea tion, sin e due to their small s attering rossse tion they leave the rea tion zone essentially uns athed. The experimental task of extra ting
dire t photon spe tra is hallenging, be ause the de ay of hadrons su h as the 0 reate a
huge ba kground of de ay photons. In this arti le, we investigate a model for dire t photon
emission [1℄ with respe t to the various parameters used therein.
2. The Model

We use the UrQMD v3.3 transport model [2, 3, 4℄ and its re ent extension to substitute the
intermediate high-density stage with an ideal 3+1-dimensional hydrodynami al ulation [5℄.
The early and late stages are still al ulated in the transport model, whi h implements hadron
and string degrees of freedom and uses PYTHIA [6℄ for s atterings at high momentum transfer.
In the intermediate stage, hydrodynami al ulations are performed using three di erent
Equations of State (EoS): A hadron gas EoS (HG-EoS [7℄) is used, whi h has no phase transition,
but the same the degrees of freedom as the transport des ription. A hiral EoS (-EoS [8℄) whi h

has a ross-over phase transition to hirally restored and de on ned matter, and a MIT-bag
model EoS (BM-EoS [9℄) whi h has a strong rst order phase transition with large latent heat
to de on ned matter, are also used.
The interfa es between transport and hydrodynami s are the main subje t of the present
investigations. Transport ! hydrodynami s: All parti les and their momenta are transformed
to baryon number-, energy- and momentum densities. In this pro ess, the system is for ed into
lo al thermal equilibrium, be ause in ideal hydrodynami s only perfe tly equilibrated matter
an be des ribed. The time at whi h this transition happens tstart is, in standard setup, when
the initial nu lei have passed through ea h other. This number depends on the (radii of the)
in oming nu lei as well as the in ident energy. We investigate the hanging of this parameter
from 14 t0 to 4t0 , with t0 being the standard value. At high energies, this time is too short to
allow even for partial thermalization. The minimal time for swit hing to the hydrodynami
des ription has been set to tstart = 0:6 fm, whi hpis 0:41t0 for P b + P b- ollisions at top SPSenergies (Elab = 158 AGeV) and more than 4t0 at sNN = 200 GeV. Therefore, the latter energy
has been omitted from that investigation.
Hydrodynami s ! transport: Besides the riterion when the transition from hydrodynami s
ba k to transport happens, also the details of this transition an be hanged. Usually, the
transition happens when the system has diluted below " = 5"0 , where "0 = 146 MeV/fm3
is the nu lear ground state energy density. This number is varied between " rit = 2:5"0 and
" rit = 10. The s enario for the transition an either be that the riterion must be met by
the part of the system that has the same z - oordinate (along the beam axis), whereafter this
sli e is transferred to the transport al ulation. This is the default gradual s enario (for more
information the reader is referred to [10℄). The other s enario, alled iso hronous s enario,
requires the riterion to be met by the whole system, after whi h it is transferred to the transport
al ulation instantaneously.
We will hange the time for the rst transition tstart , the riti al energy density for the
se ond transition " rit and the s enario for the se ond transition (gradual vs. iso hronous).
During ea h of these hanges, the other two parameters are kept at their default values. The
al ulations
are done for entral P b + P b- ollisions (b < 5 fm) at Elab = 8, 45 and 158 AGeV
p
and sNN = 200 AGeV.
3. Results

Figure 1 shows the invariant dire t photon yield of al ulations with varying start time of the
hydrodynami des ription. From left to right, the panels show the yield at 0:5 < p? < 1:5 GeV,
1:5 < p? < 2:5 GeV and 2:5 < p? < 3:5 GeV. Ea h panel shows the yields for Elab = 158 AGeV,
s aled by 10 (upper urves), Elab = 45 AGeV (middle urves) and Elab = 8 AGeV, s aled by
1/10 (lower urves). At Elab = 8 AGeV and late swit hing times t0 > 2 fm, the whole system has
an energy density below or lose to the threshold for swit hing ba k to transport al ulations
" = 5"0 , so that the hydrodynami al ulation only runs for a very short time. The yield of dire t
photons is maximal in al ulations with tstart  0:75t0 for all systems. In al ulations with large
tstart values, most of the high-density evolution of the system takes pla e in the transport phase.
Here, hemi al equilibration is rea hed only after some time, so that espe ially the  ! hannel, whi h dominates the hadroni sour es, is suppressed by the la k of -mesons in the
unequilibrated as ade al ulation with respe t to the equilibrated hydrodynami al ulation.
At the se ond transition from hydrodynami s to the transport al ulation, the system remains
in thermal equilibrium. The investigation shown in Figure 2 varies the riti al energy density
" rit below whi h the system is des ribed by transport al ulations from " rit = 2"0 , where the
appli ability of hydrodynami s seems very questionable to " rit = 10"0 , where the use of a
transport al ulation might be questioned. We nd a slight de rease of the photon spe tra as
the threshold is raised, onsistent with the ndings above.
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(Color Online) Invariant dire t photon yield of al ulations with varying start time
of the hydrodynami des ription. The left panel shows the yield at 0:5 < p? < 1:5 GeV, the
middel panel at 1:5 < p? < 2:5 GeV and the right panel shows the yield at 2:5 < p? < 3:5 GeV.
Ea h panel shows the yields for Elab = 158 AGeV, s aled by 10 (upper urves), Elab = 45 AGeV
(middle urves) and Elab = 8 AGeV, s aled by 1/10 (lower urves) for HG-EoS al ulations (blue
solid lines), -EoS al ulations (orange dashed lines) and BM-EoS al ulations (purple dotted
lines). The s ale is onsistent within ea h panel.
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Figure 2. (Color Online) Invariant dire t photon yield of al ulations with varying riti al
energy density for the transition from hydrodynami des ription to transport des ription. For
explanation of the panels and lines, see the des ription of Figure 1.

The in uen e of hanging the transition s enario is investigated in Figure 3. The yield in
the gradual transition s enario is very similar to the yield in the iso hronous transition s enario,
albeit a small de rease is visible in most of the al ulations. Sin e in the iso hronous transition
s enario the fra tion of the system al ulated with hydrodynami s is larger than in the gradual
transition s enario, this is also onsistent with the investigations on " rit and tstart .
4. Summary

The parameter spa e of the UrQMD-hybrid model has been explored with respe t to dire t
photon emission. The two major model parameters { the transition time from the initial
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(Color Online) Invariant dire t photon yield of al ulations with varying the
transitin s enario for the transition from hydrodynami des ription to transport des ription.
For explanation of the panels and lines, see the des ription of Figure 1.
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transport al ulation to the hydrodynami al ulation tstart and the riti al energy density for
the transition time from hydrodynami s to the transport al ulation " rit { have been varied
over a range that in ludes all reasonable values. In all ases, we nd that if a larger part of the
evolution is al ulated in hydrodynami s, the yield of dire t photons in reases. Only when the
initial transition is done too early (small tstart ), the dire t photon yield is redu ed.
The in rease of the photon spe tra with longer hydrodynami phase is expe ted in al ulations
with a Quark-Gluon-Plasma, whi h is only present in the hydrodynami phase and emits more
photons than the hadroni phase. In the hadroni phase, the in rease is attributed to the higher
number of -mesons in the hemi ally equilibrated hydrodynami al ulation.
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